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Toward Efficient Action Recognition: Principal
Backpropagation for Training
Two-Stream Networks
Wenbing Huang , Lijie Fan, Mehrtash Harandi , Lin Ma, Huaping Liu , Wei Liu, and Chuang Gan

Abstract— In this paper, we propose the novel principal backpropagation networks (PBNets) to revisit the backpropagation
algorithms commonly used in training two-stream networks for
video action recognition. We content that existing approaches
always take all the frames/snippets for the backpropagation
not optimal for video recognition since the desired actions only
occur in a short period within a video. To remedy these drawbacks, we design a watch-and-choose mechanism. In particular,
the watching stage exploits a dense snippet-wise temporal pooling
strategy to discover the global characteristic for each input
video, while the choosing phase only backpropagates a small
number of representative snippets that are selected with two novel
strategies, i.e., Max-rule and KL-rule. We prove that with the
proposed selection strategies, performing the backpropagation
on the selected subset is capable of decreasing the loss of the
whole snippets as well. The proposed PBNets are evaluated on
two standard video action recognition benchmarks UCF101 and
HMDB51, where it surpasses the state of the arts consistently,
but requiring less memory and computation to achieve high
performance.
Index Terms— Action recognition, two-stream networks,
principal backpropagation networks, temporal pooling strategy.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

CTION recognition from videos is a highly active line
of research due to its broad applications (e.g., video surveillance [1] and human behavior analysis [2]). In the past five
years or so, deep architectures and in particular Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) have matured at a meteoric speed
when image classification is taken into account. However,
the same cannot be said when spatiotemporal data and in
particular the problem of action recognition is considered.
This, by no means, implying that “no progress has been made,”
but merely reflecting the difficulty associated with analyzing
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Fig. 1. We propose the Principal Backpropagation Networks (PBNets) for
action recognition with long temporal awareness. PBNets perform the forward
pass for all sampled snippets but conduct a complete forward-backward pass
for only the selected snippets.

spatiotemporal data. In fact, applying deep solutions for action
recognition demands a particular network design for modeling
the motion patterns.
State-of-the-art methods for action recognition analyze spatiotemporal video data through two-stream networks [3]–[7].
The two-stream network [3] is a clever design to benefit
from spatiotemporal information in recognizing actions. Noting that learning appearance and motion clues jointly could
become overwhelming, Simonyan and Zisserman [3] propose
to simplify the learning procedure via two separate networks.
In two-stream models, the spatial network targets appearance
of actions while the temporal network is explicitly fed with
optical flow data to learn the motion clues.
The original structure of the two-stream networks has
a short temporal span (10 frames to be specific). This in
turn makes the network vulnerable for tasks with long-term
dependencies. Several studies suggest pooling the features
along or between the streams to circumvent this shortcoming [4], [6], [8]. Equipping the two-stream network with a
recurrent network is also considered in the literature to address
the same problem [4], [9]. Very recently, Wang et al. propose
Temporal-Segment-Networks (TSNs) where a sparse sampling
method is employed to train the two-stream networks [7].
To be brief, a video is first partitioned into several segments.
From each segment, a snippet, specifically an RGB frame for
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the spatial stream and an optical-flow stack for the temporal
stream, is chosen randomly and used consequently to train the
two-stream networks
TSN is proved to be exceptionally successful in training two-stream networks, leading to state-of-the-art performances [7]. This can be attributed to the fact that the snippets
extracted from the video segments are aggregated together,
thus leading to a better representation of temporal evolution
over the appearance and optical-flow for the entire video.
In practice, the TSN splits each video into three segments.
This raises a natural question, is it enough to have only three
segments to model the evolution of appearance/optical-flow?
Training with three segments may sound like a design-choice
in TSNs. On one hand, complex actions such as playing basketball, usually contains multiple motion components
(i.e., bouncing, holding and shooting), and it demands more
snippets to cover the entire story. However, as we will shortly
show, having more segments in TSNs will not only incur
heavy computations during backpropagation but also increase
the memory footprint significantly. On the other hand, recognizing actions based on videos is indeed a weakly supervised
learning problem where only the video-level label is available.
Intuitively, not all of the snippets within a video are related to
the action itself. For better classification, we need to find out
the key snippets and then perform aggregation over them.
In this paper, we introduce the Principal Backpropagation
Networks (PBNets), a variant of the two-stream networks [3]
with long temporal awareness. Compared to previous studies,
our solution benefits from denser temporal sampling which
in turn leads to learning longer-temporal information. This
however comes at a very economical cost in terms of backpropagation and memory requirement. Our contributions in
this work can be summarized as follows:
• We design a Watch and Choose mechanism to train
the two-stream networks efficiently. In the Watch phase,
we perform the forward pass for all sampled snippets
in CNNs to obtain the full temporal information. In the
Choose phase, we select a representative subset of snippets to perform a complete forward-backward computations for each input video.
• We propose two selection rules, namely the Maxrule(§ III-B1) and the KL-rule(§ III-B2). The Max-rule
attempts to find the “worse” snippets to bound the
optimization loss, while the KL-rule aims at choosing the “nearest” ones to the full video under the
Kullback-Leibler divergence. We theoretically prove that
both rules are guaranteed to decrease the loss of all
sampled snippets.
• The proposed method provides superior results than
other counterparts on two popular action recognition
benchmarks, i.e. 95.4% on UCF101 [10] and 72.5% on
HMDB51 [11].
II. R ELATED W ORK
Traditionally, actions were described using 3D primitive
shapes, silhouettes and motion signatures to name a few. Later
on, methods based on aggregating hand-crafted local features
(e.g., motion boundary histograms) were shown to deliver

better performances [12]–[16]. See [17] and references therein
for a recent review.
The current trend, following the success of hand-crafted
local features, is to learn video descriptors directly from data
using the concept of deep learning [2], [4], [8], [17]. Naturally,
a deep net should capture both appearance and motion clues
towards recognizing actions. This is because some actions can
be merely identified using their appearances (e.g., playing
flute) while for fine-grained actions motion information is
required.
To address this need, two strategies have shaped the literature lately. Some studies opt for learning the appearance
and motion information jointly by extending 2D convolutional
layers to their 3D counterparts [2]. On the other hand, the idea
of two-stream networks [3] demonstrates that separating the
learning procedure (at least partially) is beneficial. This is
achieved by training two networks, one using the appearance
(i.e., RGB) data and one using motion information (i.e., optical
flow). In defense of the two-stream networks, we note that
modeling motion information through 3D convolutional filters
not only is computationally expensive but also attains limited
gains empirically [4]. As such and inline with our work,
here we chiefly focus on recent developments in two-stream
solutions.
The original two-stream network, proposed by Simonyan
and Zisserman, uses two separate networks on RGB and
optical flow data along a layer that combines the softmax
scores of the streams into final decisions [3]. Questioning the
short-term span of two-stream networks, Ng et al. proposed
various ways of pooling across each stream to increase the
temporal-awareness of the networks [4]. Replacing feature
pooling with recurrent networks was also studied in [4], though
empirically pooling showed to be superior. A relevant study is
the work of Wang et al. [7] where temporal segment networks
are introduced to again circumvent the drawback of short
temporal span. The induced randomness and sparsity along
the explicit use of segments are proved to be exceptionally
successful in training two-stream networks, leading to stateof-the-art performances. Zhu et al. [18] also proposed to
mine key frames for better classification accuracies. However, the method only processes one snippet for one video
and never performs aggregation over multiple snippets to
consider long-range temporal dependency. There are also a
line of researches focusing on making use of the correlations
between two streams to boost the recognition performance. For
instance, the work by [5] proposed to use residual connections,
the spatial-temporal pooling between streams was developed
in [6], the Spatiotemporal Multiplier Network [19] studied the
multiplicative gating functions and the spatiotemporal pyramid
network by [20] proposed to fuse the spatial and temporal
features in a pyramid structure. A more recent work is the
TVNet proposed by [21] that further facilitates the training
of the two-stream models. By replacing the TV-L1 method
with a trainable deep neural network, TVNet enables well
initialization and end-to-end training of optical flows.
Before concluding this part, we acknowledge the work of
Shrivastava et al. [22] where a similar idea to ours was
proposed, albeit for the task of object detection. We note that
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the PBNet for the temporal stream. We sample the snippets with multiple temporal lengths. We perform the forward computations for
all snippets and only choose a small number (denoted with red squares) for the complete forward-backward pass via the methods presented in § III-B.

for object detection, the proposals are considered as different
data points and their losses are independent. On the contrary,
for the task of video recognition, the sampled snippets together
represent the whole video, and the selection of the principal
snippets depends on their correlations with the global video
information.

2) Backward Pass: In the backward pass, the gradients
of the loss with respect to the features f1 , f2 , · · · , fm are
first obtained. Then the CNN parameters are updated by
backpropagating the gradients through the network as
∂ L( p, y)  ∂ L( p, y) ∂ fi
=
.
∂W
∂ fi ∂ W
m

(5)

i=1

III. O UR A PPROACH
We start this section by briefly reviewing the temporal
pooling strategy developed for the two-stream networks and
follow it up by presenting our proposed model, i.e. the PBNets.
A. Temporal Pooling Strategy
State-of-the-art two-stream networks benefit from longrange temporal structures by temporal pooling (e.g., [4], [7]).
In short, snippets sampled from the video are processed by
each stream and the results are combined by pooling layers.
A snippet corresponds to an individual frame for the spatial
stream and a stack of optical-flow frames for the temporal
stream. To establish the ideas behind the PBNets, we need
to detail out the forward and backward passes in two-stream
networks.
1) Forward Pass: Let S1 , S2 , · · · , Sm denote m snippets
sampled from a video. All the snippets are fed into the CNN
and their output features are computed as,
fi = Forward(Si ; W), i ∈ {1, · · · , m},

(1)

where W is the parameters of the CNN. The features associated to the snippets are pooled as,
z = Pooling( f1 , f2 , · · · , fm ).

(2)

The pooling function in Eq. (2) can be max, average or even a
weighted linear form. Following [7], we use average pooling
in our work. The result of pooling is sent to a softmax layer
to compute class likelihoods as,
p = SoftMax(z).

(3)

With the likelihoods at our disposal, we can obtain the
cross-entropy loss
L( p, y) = CrossEntropy( p, y),
where y is the label for the input video.

(4)

Obviously, the above temporal pooling strategy will become
overwhelming if one wants to discover richer temporal patterns
by simply processing more snippets, i.e., increasing the value
of m for each video. This is because both the forward pass
(Eq. (1)) and the backpropagation (Eq. (5)) need to be performed m times. Furthermore, the activations of all the CNN
units for all the m snippets should be stored in the memory for
backward computations; thus, a larger m will inevitably cost
more memory resource. In the next section, we show how our
idea enables us to benefit from richer temporal information
while avoiding extensive computations.
B. Principal Backpropagation Networks
The PBNet consists of two processes: the full forward pass
and the principal backward pass, as illustrated in Figure 2.
For the full forward pass, as the name implies, we feed
all sampled snippets to the CNN to obtain their features
by Eq. (1). For the backward pass, only a small number
of principle snippets are chosen for backpropagation. To be
specific, we denote the selected snippets as Sq1 , Sq2 , · · · , Sqn ,
where n < m and the indexes qi ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}. We first
perform the pooling operation on these snippets as
z ∗ = Pooling( fq1 , fq2 , · · · , fqn ).

(6)

L( p∗ , y)

by using
Then we obtain the cross-entropy loss as
Eq. (3) and Eq. (4). To compute the gradients with respect to
the CNN parameters, we carry out the backpropagation as
∂ L( p∗ , y)  ∂ L( p∗ , y) ∂ fqi
=
.
∂W
∂ fqi
∂W
n

(7)

i=1

Compared to the full backpropagation in Eq. (5), the complexity here has been decreased from O(m) to O(n). With
a small number of snippets, ensuring that the performance
is similar to that of the full backpropagation is critical.
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Therefore, it naturally arises a new question how the principal
snippets should be chosen?
Intuitively, the selected snippets should have some underling correlations with the whole set. If we train the CNN
with the selected inputs, we must make sure that the loss
of the whole snippets is also minimized to some extent.
Moreover, an ideal selection scheme should efficiently filer
the redundant or irrelevant information for better classification.
To achieve this, we propose two selection rules: the Max-rule
and the KL-rule.
Before presenting the main results, we define a few
Fg } be a partition
of F =
notations. Let {F1 , F2 , · · · ,

g
{ f1 , f2 , · · · , fn }, i.e., F = i=1 Fi and Fi F j = ∅, for
i = j . We denote the elements of Fi by { fqi,1 , fqi,2 , · · · , fqi,n }.
We note that the partitions (i.e., Fi ) are equal-size ( this can
be easily achieved by sampling enough snippets in practice).
1) Max-Rule: Let z and z j denote the pooling results of F
and its j -th partition (i.e., F j ), respectively; p and p j are the
associated softmax outputs. The following theorem establishes
the relationships between their cross-entropy losses.
Theorem 1: If the snippets are pooled using average pooling (see Eq. (2)),1 then we have
L( p, y) ≤

g
1
L( p j , y) ≤ max L( p j , y),
1≤ j ≤g
g

(8)

j

where L(·, ·) is given by Eq. (4).
Proof: See the supplementary material.
For simplicity, hereafter, we name the loss generated by the
whole snippets (i.e. L( p, y)) and its j -th subset (i.e. L( p j , y))
as the full and partial losses, respectively. Theorem 1 states that
the full loss is bounded by the maximum partial loss. As such,
by minimizing the maximum partial loss, we minimize an
upper-bound of the full loss. Our empirical evaluations show
that this min-max optimization strategy leads to a significant
improvement over the previous practice where minimizing the
full loss was deemed. One can also relate the Max-rule to
the concept of hard example mining (e.g. [22] for object
detection), where the learner is trained by focusing on the
most difficult cases during training.
2) KL-Rule:
Theorem 2: The full and partial losses are related as
L( p, y) = L( p j , y) − DKL ( p p j ) − E p (z j − z),

(9)

where D K L (·, ·) computes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, E p (x) is the expected value of x over the distribution p,
(y)
(y)
z = z − z (y) and z j = z j − z j with z (y) and z j being the
elements of the y-th class in z and z j , respectively.
Proof: See the supplementary material.
Eq. (9) suggests that by choosing the subset that minimizes
the loss-difference L di f f = |DKL ( p p j ) + E p (z j − z)|, one
can hope that the partial loss L( p j , y) gets closer to the full
loss L( p, y). In other words, minimizing L( p j , y) should
result in decreasing L( p, y).
1 Although we only consider the average pooling in Theorem 1, the result
is also applicable to the weighted pooling, as presented in the supplemenary
material.

To make use of Theorem 2, we need to consider a subtle
point. The term L di f f only measures the differences with
respect to class y (see the supplementary material). Thus,
selecting the snippets based on L di f f may suffer from bias
as it does not take the predictions of other classes into
account. As such, we suggest selecting the principal snippets
by minimizing the KL divergence DKL (zz j ) instead. In other
words, the subset that has the closest distribution to the whole
should be chosen.
For further explanations of the Max-rule and KL-rule,
we have the following two remarks.
Remark 3: From an optimization perspective, the idea of
replacing the full loss with the partial loss is similar to constructing a surrogate loss for training. Specifically, the Maxrule attempts to find the upperbound surrogate, while the
KL-rule aims at choosing the nearest surrogate to the original
loss.
Remark 4: An interesting property of the KL-rule is its
robustness to noisy snippets. To put this into perspective,
we note that the full loss is more robust to outliers/noisy
snippets as a result of the averaging operation. Since the
KL-rule chooses the most similar subset, one expects that the
noisy snippets are avoided.
Note that in addition to the Max or KL-rules, one can
randomly select the principal snippets without any heuristic
consideration for back-propagation. However, this random rule
can actually degenerate to the full back-propagation case
discussed in § III-A by simply setting m = n in Eq. (7). Our
experiments will thoroughly compare the proposed selection
rules with the full back-propagation scheme.
3) Selection From Sampled Partitions: Selecting the principal subset according to the max or KL-rule relies on the
way the whole set is partitioned. An enhanced performance is
expected if we select the snippets across different partitions.
However, this leads to the complexity of O(m × (m − 1) · · · ×
(m−n+1)/n!) for the comparisons over all possible partitions,
which will cause a heavy computational burden for a large m.
From a practical view, considering all possible combinations
of the snippets is not necessary as most snippets within a
video are similar to each other. Therefore, we propose a
trade-off method by stochastically sampling a certain number
of combinations. The principal subset is then chosen among
those sampled combinations. In our experiments, we set the
number of the sampled combinations to be 100 and find it
sufficient to obtain the desired performance for the datasets
we applied.
4) Multi-Temporal-Length Snippets: For the flow stream,
each snippet captures the local motion component of
an action. In this section, we propose to process the
snippets with variable temporal lengths (i.e., the number of the optical frames). The motivation behind this
is two-fold. First, local motions naturally have different
lengths. Even for the very same action, the duration of
a local motion is influenced by environmental factors.
Second, inclusion of snippets with different temporal lengths
increases the diversity among the training samples, which
in turn helps training deep networks with large number of
parameters.
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In the original two stream network [3], Simonyan and
Zisserman fed the optical frames as the channels of the
first convolutional layer. To have multiple temporal lengths,
we resort to convolutions prior to the first layer (see Fig. 2).
For example, in our experiments, we have made use of two
convolutional layers, namely Conv-1-1 with 5 channels to
process 5-frame inputs along Conv-1-2 with 10 channels to
handle longer inputs. Since the output size of Conv-1-1 and
Conv-1-2 is equal (by design), their outputs can be concatenated and fed into the follow-up layers leading to having the
same flow stream afterwards.
IV. P RACTICAL C ONSIDERATIONS
In [7], the inception model with batch-normalization
(BN-Inception) [23] is claimed to be superior to some other
choices like the VGG-16 net [24]. To make fair comparisons,
we use the BN-Inception net as the CNN for the two-stream
model. Pre-training is crucial for the network initialization
when the training samples are not sufficient. Therefore, for
the spatial net, we use the BN-Inception net trained on the
ImageNet data [25]. For the temporal net, we resorted to
the cross-modality skill introduced in [26] for initialization.
To prevent overfitting, we also carry out the corner cropping
and scale jittering.
A. Training the Network

Fig. 3. A visualization of the training procedure for PBNets. Here, H and W
are the height and width of each frame, respectively; C is the number
of the classes. We sample m snippets from each video and picks n for
backpropagation. We perform the full forward pass for b = Bn
m videos
per time, where B is the min-batch size. At each forward pass, we select
the principal snippets by loss comparisons and store them in the memory.
Once the forward computations of the B videos are finished, we begin the
complete forward-backward pass for the selected snippets. As the CNN is
shared between the forward and backward passes, we apply the “reshape
layer” (defined in caffe [27]) to reshape the inputs to have the same shape.

For each video, we generate m snippets by first dividing
the whole video into m segments and then randomly sampling
one snippet from each segment. During training the temporal
net, we consider two types of snippets, namely snippets with
temporal length of 5 and 10. In doing so, half of a mini-batch
is dedicated to snippets with the length of 5 and the other half
to the ones with the length of 10.
We use the mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
algorithm to train the networks. Our training process is illustrated in Figure 3. Each iteration comprises two phases: the
full forward pass and the principal forward-backward pass.
In particular, the full forward pass processes the m snippets
for each input video, while the principal forward-backward
pass only handles the selected n snippets. In the forward pass,
it is not necessary to propagate the whole batch of videos at
one time since we do not need to have all hidden activations
any more. To save memory, we divide the original batch-size
(denoted as B here) by m/n. The new batch-size becomes
b = Bn/m and is much smaller than B (the number of
snippets is Bn). The full forward pass will process the new
batch-size m/n times. During each forward pass, we choose
n snippets for each video according to the method in § III-B
and store them in the memory. When all forward passes are
done, the total number of the selected snippets is Bn (which
is the same as the number of snippets for each forward pass).
We perform a complete forward-backward computation for
the selected snippets. Our implementation enables the efficient
training in terms of memory cost and running time.

We start this section by introducing benchmark datasets
and implementation details used in our experiments. Later,
we will compare and contrast the proposed selection rules
(see § III-B) and follow it up by studying the performance
of the proposed multi-temporal-length technique. We will also
compare PBNets against the full back-propagation (full-bp)
networks. Finally, we will contrast our models against the
state-of-the-arts. Hereafter, we show our model by PBNet-m-n,
meaning n out of m snippets were chosen from each video
during training. We also denote the full-bp models by Full-m
to show m snippets were sampled and backpropagated.

B. Testing Scheme

A. Datasets and Implementation Details

For the spatial stream and following [3], snippets are
extracted from the center and four corners of a video.

Our experiments are conducted on two popular action
recognition datasets, namely the UCF101 [10] and the

We sample 25 snippets from each location (i.e., center and
corners), followed by flipping them horizontally to enlarge the
testing samples. All the sampled snippets (250 in total) are fed
to CNN and their outputs are averaged for prediction.
For the temporal net, due to its multi-temporal-length,
we sample 25 snippets of length 5 and another 25 snippets
with length 10, again from the center and the corners, leading
to a total number of 500 snippets after flipping. To fuse the
streams, we take a weighted combination of the spatial and
temporal networks as done in [7]. We average the prediction
scores before the softmax layer as this approach achieves
better results than averaging the softmax scores [5]. We follow
the suggestion by [7], and set the weights of the spatial and
temporal streams to be 2 and 3, respectively.
V. E VALUATIONS
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Fig. 4. The training losses for the temporal stream of PBNet-6-3 on the
UCF101 dataset (split 1).

HMDB51 [11] datasets. The UCF101 dataset contains
13320 videos of 101 action classes. The HMDB51 dataset
consists of 6766 videos from 51 action categories. The videos
in the HMDB51 dataset are collected from various sources,
such as movies and web videos. For both datasets, we follow
the provided evaluation protocols and report the average
accuracy over the three training/testing splits.
To train the models, we set the mini-batch size to 128 and
the momentum to 0.9. For the spatial stream, the learning rate
was initialized to 0.001 and decreased by a factor of 10 every
1500 iterations. The spatial stream was trained for 5000 iterations on the UCF101 dataset and 3000 iterations on the
HMDB51 dataset. For the temporal stream, the learning rate
was initialized to 0.005. The maximum number of iterations
for the UCF101 and the HMDB51 datasets was chosen as
18000 and 7000, respectively. Again we decreased the learning
rates by a factor of 10 after the 10000th and 16000th iterations
for the UCF101 experiment, and after 4000th and 6000th
iterations for the HMDB51 case.
We computed the optical flow [28] before training and
stored the flow fields as JPEG images by linear compression.
We implemented our networks using Caffe [27]. Our experiments were performed on 8 Tesla M40 GPUs.
B. Which Selection Rule?
We propose two selection rules, i.e., the Max-rule and the
KL-rule, to choose the principal snippets from each video in
§ III-B. To better understand their behaviors, we performed an
experiment using PBNet-6-3 on the first split of the UCF101
dataset. Here, we denote the full loss to be the loss on all
sampled snippets, and the selected partial loss to be the loss
on the selected snippets by the Max-rule or KL-rule. These
two losses are recoded every 20 iterations during training.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 display the training losses for the
temporal and spatial streams, respectively. We first observe that
the full losses produced by the Max-rule is always smaller than
the selected partial losses for both streams, which is consistent
to our statement in Theorem 1.
For the temporal stream (Figure 4), since the Max-rule
chooses the hard examples for training, it naturally generates higher selected partial losses compared to the KL-rule.
However, the full loss (which we really care about) converges
faster for the Max-rule, suggesting that working with the hard
samples can lead to speed-ups for the optimization on overall
examples.
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Fig. 5. The training losses for the spatial stream of PBNet-6-3 on the UCF101
dataset (split 1).
TABLE I
T HE C LASSIFICATION A CCURACY O BTAINED BY T WO S ELECTION
RULES ON THE UCF101 D ATASET (S PLIT 1)

TABLE II
T HE C LASSIFICATION A CCURACY O BTAINED BY D IFFERENT
F USION S CHEMES ON UCF101 (S PLIT 1)

For the spatial stream (Figure 5), both full and selected partial losses fluctuate more severely for the Max-rule compared
to the KL-rule. The snippets of the spatial stream corresponds
to individual RGB frames. However, a single RGB frame
can reflect incomplete or even erroneous information about
the video, thus selecting the RGB frames with Max-rule can
sometimes confuse the classifier. In contrast, the KL-rule does
not suffer from such an issue as it always attempts to choose
the RGB frames that best represent the whole video.
We summarize the classification accuracies of the Max-rule
and the KL-rule for the flow and RGB modalities in Table I.
The Max-rule achieves better result than the KL-rule for the
temporal net, while the KL-rule outperforms the Max-rule for
the spatial net. We also combine the two stream nets under
4 different possible fusion schemes and report the results
in Table II. Not surprising, the fusion of RGB with the KL-rule
and flow with the Max-rule produces the best accuracy. Based
on this experiment, hereafter, we apply the Max-rule in the
temporal stream and the KL-rule in the spatial stream.
C. Illustration on the KL-Rule
Here, we provide more experimental results to illustrate
the benefits of the proposed KL-rule (§ 3.2.2). For this
purpose, we conducted two additional experiments on the UCF
and HMDB datasets, respectively. Particularly, we sampled
12 images with equal stride given a testing video and then
computed the KL divergences between the class likelihoods
(Eq. (3)) of the CNN features for each image and those for
the whole set. To illustrate the importance of the training by
our methods, we report the results by using the net before
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Fig. 6. Illustration on the testing example from the (a) UCF and (b) HMDB datasets. We sampled 12 RGB images from the testing video with equal stride
and then computed the KL divergences between the class likelihoods (Eq.(3)) of each sampled image and those of the whole set. To evaluate the importance
of the training by PBNets, we report the results by using the net before training and the one after training. We also report the 3 selected images whose pooled
feature has a minimal KL distance to the global distribution among all possible selections out of 12 sampled images.

TABLE III
E VALUATIONS OF THE M ULTI -T EMPORAL -L ENGTH
I NPUTS ON THE UCF101 D ATASET (S PLIT 1)

training and the one after training (we applied PBNet-6-3 for
the training).
Figure 6 (a) and (b) display the results on UCF and HMDB,
respectively. It is observed that the initial nets generate large
KL distances which in turn demonstrates the incorrect relevancy between each image and the global video. After training, the KL values decrease significantly. More importantly,
the networks are able to detect the outliers which have a relatively larger KL values (i.e., the 1-st image in Figure 6 (a) and
the 12-th image in Figure 6 (b)). We also report the 3 selected
images with minimum KL distance after pooling (note that
they are not necessarily corresponded to the 3 minimal KL
values). It is interesting to see that the selected images reflect
the different stages of the action and hence summarizing the
entire story.
D. Evaluation on Multi-Temporal-Length Networks
In § III, we explore the method to process multi-temporallength snippets for the temporal net. To evaluate the improvement by this extension, we contrast the performance of the
PBNets operating on the multi-length inputs (i.e., 5-length
and 10-length snippets) to the networks operating only on
single-length inputs. Table III summarizes the classification
accuracies by PBNet-6-3 on the first split of the UCF101
dataset. It is shown that considering multi-temporal-length
inputs is able to slightly boost the classification performance.
E. Comparisons With Full-bp Models
In this experiment, we contrast the proposed PBNets against
the full-bp models. We increase the number of the sampled
snippets (i.e., m) from 1 to 6 in full-bp models, and report

the classification accuracies on the first split of the UCF101
dataset for both streams in Table IV. We first note that
employing more snippets can almost increase the performance,
although the improvement becomes small when m > 3.
In addition to the full-bp models, we also summarize the
results of PBNet-6-3 and PBNet-8-4 in Table IV. PBNet-6-3
and PBNet-8-4 outperform Full-3 and Full-4, respectively,
implying that involving longer temporal information into the
training of PBNets can promote the accuracies consistently.
Our model PBNet-6-3 even achieves better accuracies than
the Full-6 model. By selecting the principal snippets, our
PBNet-6-3 not only reduces the back-propagation time but also
removes the snippets that are not so related to the task (e.g. the
background items), which potentially enables our model to
outperform the Full-6 model. Overall, PBNet-8-4 outperforms
all full-bp models. As presented in § III-B2, the model Full-3 is
equivalent to the case where 3 principal snippets are selected
by random. Our PBNet-6-3 outperforms Full-3 thus verifying
the benefit of the proposed selection rules to the naive random
selection method.
We compare the training times of full-bp models and
PBNets in Figure 7. For this experiment, we increased the
value of m from 1 to 8 for full-bp models and PBNets, and
fix the number of selected snippets to 1 for PBNets. For fair
comparisons, we set all the caffe parameters (e.g., iter_size)
similarly in all models, and carried out the experiments on
one GPU. Figure 7 shows that PBNet-1-1 is slightly slower
than Full-1, even though PBNet-1-1 is actually equivalent to
Full-1. This is because in our implementation, PBNet-1-1
needs an additional forward pass in the forward-backward
stage. Increasing m incurs more computations for full-bp
models; while for PBNets, the selected backpropagation
scheme remarkably reduces the running times (even for a
large m).
We also plot the memory footprints in Figure 7. The
full-bp models require more memory when the value of m is
increased. On the contrary, our PBNets almost have the same
memory footprint even when m is large. As such, training with
limited memory is possible with our model.
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TABLE IV
C LASSIFICATION P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON B ETWEEN PBN ETS AND F ULL - BP M ODELS ON THE UCF101 D ATASET (S PLIT 1)

TABLE VI
M EAN C LASSIFICATION A CCURACY OF THE S TATE - OF - THE -A RTS
ON HMDB51 AND UCF101

Fig. 7. Efficiency comparisons between Full-m and PBNet-m-1 with m
varying from 1 to 8. For fair comparisons, the experiments are carried out on
one GPU. The iter_size for SGD is set to be 8.
TABLE V
E FFICIENCY C OMPARISONS B ETWEEN F ULL -m AND PBN ET-6-3. F OR FAIR
C OMPARISONS , THE E XPERIMENTS A RE C ARRIED O UT ON ONE
GPU. T HE I TER _S IZE FOR SGD IS S ET TO BE 8

In addition, we compare the training time and memory cost
of PBNet-6-3 with the Full-bp models in Table V. Clearly, our
PBNet-6-3 costs slightly more time and memory than Full-3,
but is more efficient than other Full-bps (especially for Full-6).

cross-stream residual connections [5]. This clearly demonstrates the importance of our proposal in training two-stream
models. The TSN model [7] also benefits from long-range temporal structure (using temporal pooling) and BN-Inception net.
Nevertheless, extending TSN to work with longer temporal
information seems to be difficult due to its high computation
load and memory requirements. Furthermore, we note that our
solution is superior to TSN on both datasets.
As shown in [5] and [29]–[31], combining CNN models with trajectory-based hand-crafted IDT features [32] can
improve the final performances. Hence, we performed a late
fusion of hand-crafted IDT features with our approach. For
this purpose, we averaged the L2-normalized SVM scores of
FV-encoded IDT features (i.e., HOG, HOF and MBH) with
the L2-normalized video predictions (before the loss layer) of
our PBNets. Table VI summarizes the results and indicates that
there is still room for improvement. Overall, our 95.4% on the
UCF101 and 72.5% on the HMDB51 are superior than other
counterparts on these two action recognition benchmarks.

F. Comparisons With the State-of-the-Arts

G. Evaluations on Untrimmed Videos

We compare the classification accuracy of PBNets with the
state-of-the-art approaches over all three splits of the UCF101
and the HMDB51 dataset in Table VI. The improvements
achieved by PBNets are quite substantial, at least being
6.5% on the UCF101 and 9.5% on the HMDB51 compared to the original two-stream method [3]. Such significant
gains are achieved as a result of employing better models (i.e., BN-Inception net) and also considering long-range
temporal patterns. Our solution comfortably outperforms the
Spatial-Temporal-Residue-Network (ST-ResNet) which benefits from a very deep network (i.e., 50-layer ResNet) along

To further evaluate the effectiveness of our method,
we also conduct experiments of untrimmed videos on the
THUMOS14 [34]. This dataset contains four subsets: training
set, validation set, testing set and background set. We use the
training set (i.e. all videos in UCF101) and the validation
set for training, and the testing set containing 1575 videos
for testing. The training settings are the same as that of
UCF101 excluding that we enlarge the numbers of the training
iterations to be 25000 and 8000 for the temporal and spatial
streams, respectively. Besides during training, we regard the
same video with the principal and secondary labels as two
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TABLE VII
T HE C LASSIFICATION A CCURACIES ON THUMOS14

different videos: one with the principal label and the other with
the secondary label. We only apply the single temporal-length
input (i.e. 5-length) for the flow stream. For the testing,
we uniformly divide each video into 100 segments, and extract
the center and four corners from each segment followed by
horizontal flipping. We first obtain total 1000 snippets for
each testing video, then average the output scores of them,
and finally compute the Mean Average Precision (mAP) by
the THUMOS toolkit. We report the MAPs of Full-3 and
PBNet-6-3 in Table VII. Obviously, our PBNet-6-3 outperforms Full-3 remarkably on the untrimmed videos.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We proposed the Principal Backpropagation Networks
(PBNets) to efficiently train the two-stream network models
for video action recognition with long-range temporal awareness. Specifically, our approach performs the forward computation for all sampled snippets to obtain the global temporal
dependencies, but only backpropagates a small number of
snippets selected by two new strategies, namely the Max-rule
and the KL-rule. We showed that with these two rules, one can
minimize the pooling loss over all the snippets. In our experiments, we demonstrated that the proposed PBNet achieves the
state-of-the-art performance on two popular action recognition
datasets.
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